Oregon twins know the real Harding

**Opinion**

Famed Argonaut columnist Jeff Kapostasy comments on John and Lorena Bobbitt's marital and courtroom disputes. See page 6.

**Sports**

Men's basketball first in the Big Sky Conference with two wins in Montana. See page 12.

**Weather**

Variable clouds tonight with a slight chance of showers. Lows 20 to 35 with highs in the 40s. Partly cloudy through Thursday.
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For two University of Idaho students, the news broadcasts last Thursday night on assault in the Nancy Kerrigan attack proved to be shocking.

Darin Stageberg, a 23-year-old senior majoring in psychology, recognized one of the men who had been around Stageberg at the former employee of Derrick Brita Smith, the man who allegedly drove the getaway car in the attack on Kerrigan. Darin, a native of Milwaukee, Ore., worked for Smith at Developmental Systems, Inc., a company that works with mentally retarded individuals.

Darin and his twin brother, Bart, also attended the same junior high and high school as Tonya Harding in Milwaukee.

Bart, an Argonaut photographer, said he was surprised to hear Harding was implicated in the crime.

As usual, the Stageberg twins were watching the news Thursday and Darin was shocked to recognize Smith. "It was a huge shock to see a man I thought could be harmless involved in such a crime as attacking Kerrigan," said Stageberg.

Smith was booked Thursday night in Portland on charges of conspiracy to commit assault in the second degree. This crime is a felony punishable by up to 10 years in prison and a $100,000 fine. Bail was set at $50,000 in court and he was arraigned Friday morning.

Kerrigan was attacked off the ice at a Detroit practice rink in preparation to compete in the 1994 U.S. Ladies' Figure Skating Championship, an Olympic qualifying event. She was forced to withdraw from the competitions by an international committee of the U.S. Figure Skating Association, granted her knee brace in time.

Darin worked with Smith at Developmental Systems, a Phoenix-based company, in Portland for several years. He said Smith was the type of man who would help anyone and Darin was shocked to hear he was believed to be involved in the crime. "Smith is a nice guy who would help anyone with anything. He was such a nice man to work with. I just can't believe he would do anything like this," said Darin.

Darin said he was extremely shocked to see Smith on television Thursday. "I was just sitting there and that story came on. I was so stunned when they showed him getting off the airplane, I still cannot believe it," said Darin.

Smith had recently been promoted from a manager position to a director position in the company which moved him from Portland to Phoenix, said Darin. "I know Smith was fired up in the company. He had a great job to work with, it would be a lot to give up to get involved in the attack," said Darin.

Darin said when he felt Smith would get involved for money, Darin said he doubted it. "Smith was not paid too well but he didn't seem like he would do something like this for money. I guess everyone has their dark side and his must have shown in his involvement," said Darin.

Bart remembers his junior high and high school days with Harding at Milwaukie High School. He said Harding did not attend school much due to her daily training on the ice. "We hardly ever saw her at school because she was always working on her skating downtown. She was at school only for a few hours each day," said Bart.

Harding trained at the Clackamas Town Center mall at the public ice rink.

"Harding would get up at about 4 a.m. to go to practice and then go to school for a few hours and then she was back to the ice," said Bart. "Tonya was not very popu-lar at school. She was not there enough to really get involved in school activities and she didn't have a lot of time to for social activities as well. She seemed to keep to herself and get her work done, not wasting any time," said Bart.

The Stageberg twins believe Harding is innocent in the Kerrigan attack and plotting. They said it would be a "huge step backwards" for Harding to be involved in the plotting.

"When asked if he felt Harding was involved in the attack, Bart said he wouldn't believe it," said Darin. "Tonya has trained hard since she was three-years-old and it would be a great amount to give up to get involved in such an attack," said Bart.

Darin said Harding is immensely popular in the Portland area and doubted she would involve herself in the crime and ruin her image. "Tonya is the most popular pub-lic figure in Portland next to Clyde Drexler. People admire her and enjoy supporting her. She would let a lot of people down to involve herself in the plot to attack Kerrigan," said Darin.

"Bart said he knew Harding always wanted to make it in the big time world of figure skating. "Tonya has always dedicated her life to figure skating and wasn't going to let anything stop her. We didn't see her much at school but we knew she had her goals and her dreams to make it big," said Bart.

Darin feels Harding is capable of beating Kerrigan. "If there is any person in the sport of figure skating that could beat Kerrigan, it is Harding. I would believe it if Harding resorted to a physical attack on Kerrigan or anyone," said Darin.

Harding began her training again yesterday to prepare to compete in Lillehammer, Norway, at the 1994 Winter Olympics. Harding has not been found yet to be involved in the plot and attack on Kerrigan. She was glad to be back on the ice and training again. "I am not myself if I am not skating. It felt good to be back out there on the ice practicing my routine," said Harding Monday afternoon.

Kerrigan also resumed daily workouts on the ice as of Sunday morning. Doctors have said her knee is healing faster than they had anticipated and she should have no problems competing at the Olympics. "I am back on the ice and it feels more natural. After so much time on the ice, it feels good to be on the ice at normal skating speeds," said Kerrigan.

Kerrigan is prepared to make the trip to Norway to compete in the Olympics. She was the bronze medalist in 1992. "If I make the trip to Norway, I will be prepared to stay in the Olympic Village with all the other athletes. If that means staying with Harding, I can deal with it," said Kerrigan.
Irregular help can get paychecks deposited

Irregular help staff (temporary employees) have an opportunity to have payroll checks directly deposited in the bank account of their choice. Taking advantage of "direct deposit" saves time and is convenient. The employees bank account should reflect the deposit the morning of payday.

Irregular help employees can sign-up for this service on payday Jan. 28.

Census Bureau to check area job scene

The U.S. Census Bureau is collecting data on employment and unemployment from area residents until Jan. 22 according to Leo C. Schilling, director of the bureau's Seattle regional office.

The local labor force data will contribute to the national employment and unemployment picture to be released Feb. 4 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Information supplied by individuals to the Census Bureau is kept confidential by law. Only statistical totals are published.

January 1994 marks a historic date for the collection of employment and unemployment data.

All of the information will be collected electronically, using laptop computers. They will also use a redesigned labor force questionnaires.

CPR course offered at Gritman Center tonight

Community CPR will be offered tonight from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Third Floor Classroom at the Gritman Medical Center. CPR on adults, children and infants will be taught.

Participants will be certified by the American Heart Association. Classes fill quickly so call 863-2332 for information and pre-registration. Pre-registration is required. The class costs $6.

Computer classes add to Enrollment Program

University of Idaho-Enrollment Program offers two computer courses in January. Introduction to the Macintosh Computer starts Jan. 22. Courses in Microcomputers for Beginners and Beyond start Jan. 29. For more information or to register call Opal at the Enrollment Program at 885-6486.

Sign-Ups for February Interviews start today

Career Services February interview sign-ups begin today. Career Services is located in the basement of Brink Hall and is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Pitman teaches Greeks to be better leaders

Dean of Students Bruce Pitman is teaching a Greek Leadership course this semester on Tuesday afternoons from 3:30-5:20 p.m.

Participate in the Student Leadership Program.

Enjoy 8 informative and interactive sessions dealing with team building, leadership, styles, resolving conflict, personality types, motivation, and more.

Participation is free through application at the University Program Office in the Idaho Union (SUB).

Call 885-6952 for information. Sessions begin January 20.

In Progress Now!

MYKLEBUSTS Half-Yearly SALE

Men's Clothing & Shoes
Women's Clothing & Accessories

50% 75%

What's IN is now on SALE
at Myklebust's

Corner of 3rd & Main • Downtown Moscow 882-2713

Myklebust's

WHAT'S IN IS NOW ON SALE

Starving Student Specials

MEGA MONDAY
Any Pizza, Any Size, Any Number of Toppings
$9.99

Competition Curry Pot
Large One Topping Pizza & 2 Cokes
$7.48

Wild Wednesday
With Every
Order Get
Twisty Bread
Sticks
FREE

THURSDAY
Eat a LARGE PAY for a SMALL

Weekender
Large Two Topping Pizza, Twisty Bread & Two Cokes
$10.48

Buy One
Get One
FREE

Everyday Carry Out at Regular Price

Domino's Not Included

For more information call Dave Perez at 882-1676 or stop by class.
Radio ties to go up in smoke, waiting on approval from state

The project of renewed railroad tie burning at the University of Idaho has raised some eyebrows among students and environmentalists.

Some questioned the safety of burning the ties in the UI combustion unit—a procedure which produces less than half the heat of the fire compared to burning wood in the metal to the reservoirs which costs the coal.

The preservation, Crossette, contains chemo- mically treated wood, but isn’t considered hazardous unless the concentration of metals exceeds 200 parts per million.

A series of newspaper articles about the proposed permit renewal prompted at least one complaint to the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality, said UI Energy Engineer Larry Kirkland.

Southern California was rocked by an earthquake shortly before dawn yesterday.

The quake centered in the San Fernando Valley and buckled overpass on three freeways trapping motorists on in concrete rubble. It also derailed a freight train halting hazardous material and closed several airports.

The quake knocked out power and telephone service throughout Southern California. Broken water pipes and gas mains also plagued communities.

As of 8 p.m. Monday, there were 24 confirmed deaths resulting from the earthquake. President Bill Clinton took out of his time in Europe to send a message to California promising assistance and aid.

Relief crews were working to sort through the remains of free-way systems and building which used to stand. Aftershocks to the quake have been measured as high as 6.8.

The Argonaut is planning a feature on UI students affected by the earthquake. People affected who have information about should call News Editor, Tim Helme, at 885-7715.

Edward R. Murrow stamp debut Friday

President Samuel Smith said. "He always appreciated the role WWS played in helping him make up his mind. He won. His achievements were so great that he set the standard by which broadcast journalism continues to measure themselves today."

At WSS, Murrow studied radio broadcasting and worked at KWSU. The radio broadcasting class was the first such college course offered in the nation.

Murrow was strongly influenced during and after college by Idaho Lou Andersson, a WSS speech instructor. Her legism to Murrow in London caused in adding a pause in his sign on during World War II on coverage on CBS radio. This... (pause) I'm London, became a famous Murrow's broad-
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Marble travels to Boise, will meet with legislators

J. Richard Rock
Staff Writer

ASU President John Marble will be advancing several student issues in Boise this week as he travels to lobby legislators and State Board of Education members. At the top of Marble’s agenda is an attempt to have the Idaho Work Study Program restored to its previous funding level. Several hundred students across the state, and well over a hundred at the University of Idaho alone, rely on work study money to help pay for school. Last Spring, however, the entire one million dollars normally budgeted for work study was slated to be cut.

The program was spared, with help from popular Rep. Jay Bower, chair of a delegation of ASU student leaders, including then Senator Marble, drove to Boise to lobby against the cuts.

Marble will meet with Idaho Senator Atwell Perry, co-chair of the Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee (JFAC), on Wednesday to discuss the possibility of restoring the program to its past levels.

"I want to get the process started to expand the work study funds so we can replace the lost dollars," said Marble.

Getting the process started at the JFAC level may be crucial in any future funding increase. According to ASU President Zinser, lobbying is an essential aspect of the university’s ability to speak for its students, faculty, and staff.

Marble’s nearly week long Boise trip will also include meetings with other high powered State legislative leaders such as Senator John Hansen, chair of the Senate Education Committee, and Representative Ron Black, chair of the House Education Committee.

Marble also plans to attend at least one House Education Committee meeting while in Boise.

In addition, Marble will be meeting with State Treasurer Lydia Justic Edwards to discuss the possibility of introducing the so-called Advanced Payment of Fees legislation.

This bill would allow parents to enter into a contract with the state to make periodic payments, prior to their child’s enrollment in an Idaho institution of Higher Education, which would guarantee all fees are paid when the child attends college.

Marble will also be attending a State policy workshop on the afford ability of higher education. The forum, sponsored by the State Board of Education and held in conjunction with the JFAC, will gather input from student leaders and administrators regarding the appropriate cost of education in Idaho.

"Fear is a necessary evil," said Marble before leaving for Boise. "The object is to keep them as low as possible. I believe that increases are inevitable but reasonable if they are not set in the cost of living."

The real message is the need for more financial aid to keep education affordable. Marble will take this last message to the UI Foundation meeting, held in Boise during his visit, and argue for the creation of new endowments to fund scholarships.

Provost to be found through D.C. search agency

The University of Idaho will pay almost $225,000 to a search agency to assist in finding a new chief academic officer.

Over break, UI President Elisabeth Zinser hired a search agency to ensure quality in candidates. The committee created by Zinser to hire the new provost supported the decision.

Zinser hired the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, a non-profit organization based in Washington, D.C.

Representatives were on campus recently to determine through meetings with committee members what characteristics in the candidates they should be looking for.

Agriculture Dean David Lineback, search committee chair, said the search agency does not reduce the committee’s chore of compiling a list of candidates.

Zinser said there is no intention to hire someone outside the UI because the agency is being used. The agency strengthens the field.

Getting Serious?

This semester, the Argonaut will be featuring couples who will be engaged, married or married this spring. To be included in these features, lists are due at 855-7715. Staff, faculty, alumni and current students are included.

Why wait for your federal income tax refund?

Available whether you prepare your return or not

IT'S FAST! IT'S EASY!

H&R BLOCK

MOScow 124 West 9th (208) 346-9207

Pullman (509) 334-5808

Weeldays 8-7 Saturdav 9-5
Disabled students can drive through Library

Temporarily disabled students using the UI library may benefit from a new cart, funded in part by the ASUI last December. The cart, which is electrically powered, is designed to assist people that may have trouble getting around due to broken legs and other injuries that may inhibit movement.

Union Board Chair to be voted on tomorrow

Union Board chair designate, Janet Loucks‘ appointment bill was sent to the Government Operations and Appointments (GOA) committee for consideration. Assuming that the interview takes place, there are no major hitches, Loucks‘ bill should be voted on by the senate tomorrow night at the senate meeting.

New mixing board to arrive at KUOI-FM

KUOI-FM 89.3 has ordered a new mixing board which will replace the current board which is nearly burned out. The new board, which has an expected useful life of nine years, cost approximately $12,000 and was approved for funding from the ASUI general reserve account last December. The old board will be added to help offset the replacement cost.

King resigned seat on Senate for Delta Chi

Senator Cade King’s resignation from the ASUI Senate was read and accepted by ASUI Vice President Allison Lindholm Wednesday at the senate meeting. King resigned after being elected President of Delta Chi fraternity.

Revised Rules and Regulations are done

The ASUI senate has adopted a slimmed down version of the ASUI Rules and Regulations. The new governing document is 23 dupplexed pages long as opposed to the 75 pages that is used to occupy.

Marble to meet with legislators in Boise

ASUI President John Marble will be traveling to Boise today to attend the state policy workshop on the affordability of education in Idaho. The meeting will be attended by other student leaders in the state.

Phil Kappa Tau party a violation of new policies

Tim Helmke

News Editor

A University of Idaho fraternity is being investigated for alcohol policy violations during a party late last semester.

Phil Kappa Tau held a party patterned after the Bovill Run the week after Thanksgiving break and is believed to have been in violation of several areas under the new Greek and UI alcohol policies.

The Bovill Run is a trip people 21 and over make between Moscow and Bovill, stopping for a drink at each bar on the way.

The Phi Tau party was not advertised in advance but people outside the fraternity could attend. Interfraternity Council, the governing body of fraternities and UI officials delayed the investigation into this party because they could not interview students during finals.

This is the first party investigated under the new alcohol policies developed last semester.

Craig Doan, Phi Tau’s governing board chairman and a UI employee.

STAMP

• FROM PAGE 3

cashing signatures.

This is the first time a U.S. postage stamp will be issued in Pullman, U.S. Postal Service officials said. When the Morrow stamp design was unveiled in Miami in September, Alex Taus, Morrow School of Communication director, led a lobbying effort to have the stamp issued for the first time at Morrow’s alma mater.

A special collector’s souvenir cachet envelope depicting Morrow at a university radio microphone will be sold by the WSU Office of Campus and Community Relations. These are available for $3 and numbered cachet envelopes are available for $4. They will be sold in the Morrow Center on Jan. 21.
Sheikh, Thomas a step ahead of rest

Most students at the University of Idaho grew up in a small Northern Idaho communities where everyone looked the same. They all have white skin and must have neutral brown hair and blueish eyes. This makes experiences as soon as they move away from home to attend college exciting. Many are thrilled about meeting other people from other cultures, many would rather not. I initially attended a community college in a rodeo town and the multitude of cultures was severely limited. I had one friend, Sam, a Nigerian who came to America for a better education. He was the only person I knew who was not white.

At UI, there is a throng of different cultures and races to meet, interact with and learn about. We are taught to be accepting of others and learn to appreciate people for who they are, not what they look like.

Martin Luther King, Jr., was a great man. He had a dream and hoped someday we could all live together in one world community. His dream is being carried out by many around the world, including activists at UI.

The Latah County Human Rights Task Force awarded two people affiliated with UI the Rosa Parks Memorial Award for the first time last week.

Fae ASUI, Amtul-Mannan Sheikh and former Director of the Campus Christian Center Stan Thomas were honored with the award.

The award is obviously given to people who have made significant contributions and commitments to human rights. Sheikh maintains an interest in diversity and teaching respect and equality for others is important, but at times has hurt her.

Teaching acceptance and tolerance should be invited, not shoved away. Today we have developed technology that links everyone to virtually anyone they would like to communicate with. Why would we be interested in continuing such advances in technology and communication when we build prejudicial and racial walls that prevent us from using it for common good? Technology and knowledge should lead to enlightenment, not a better way to remain ignorant.

The Latah County Human Rights Task Force, Sheikh and Thomas have made strides to further acceptance, appreciation and understanding of other cultures in this area. North Idaho is not commonly known for racial acceptance, but with people like them leading the way by following their own dreams and the goals of Martin Luther King, Jr., hope is on the horizon.

For the world to become one community we must all become racially and culturally tolerant. It’s rewarding, interesting and educational. Don’t repeat the mistakes of the past.

—Kate Lyons-Holstein

One cent dilemma: How much work is a penny worth?

T he penny has become an anomaly, inconsistent with what it represents. Which is, when you come right down to it, a dime’s unit of work.

The big question is, How much work is a penny worth?

It’s a dilemma you grapple with every day as you walk down the street, hands thrust in our pockets, our minds tuned to something far up the block. When suddenly, something catches our eye.

A penny, you see, is too small to matter. You have no choice; it’s ingrained into your very being. Free money. Then your brain clicks in, It’s just a penny. Keep walking. So you take it, stop, pick it up, and then you put it in your pocket and it’ll bring you good luck. You look to see what side is up. Heads. Really good luck. You pick it up and continue

on your way, a smile on your face. In that instant you answered the question. A penny is not worth the amount of effort it takes to bend down and pick it up — the luck is. Unfortunately, luck only pertains to found pennies. You’re in the back. A literal house built of money. As you take your wallet from your coat pocket, some more change spills out and cascades noisily to the tile floor. You bend down immediately, embarrassed at your carelessness and clumsiness and scramble to collect the change. You get it all, bent over as you are, except for a stray penny that somehow managed to roll halfway across the room. It is lying next to someone’s feet. You try to ignore it, but you don’t rise, after all, it’s not worth any luck and it regaled to cent status. What are you not good for a penny, Monopoly? No, but you don’t want to be seen scrambling twenty feet for a measly penny. Not when you’re going to be

Come Up For Air

Chris Miller

Argonaut everyday as opposed to losing their pants.

Woody Allen, when told that his mind would be censored in the classic movie Sleeper, looked worried and admitted it was "his second favorite organ."

But what the heck? As much as I have demonstrated that losing one’s pants can ruin your day, I can’t believe the national attention this case is receiving. The trial is getting as common on cable as professional wrestling, which normal readers know is my real favorite.

Now with the emergence of 24 hour Court TV, I’m not too surprised this stuff has surfaced to compete with daytime soaps. But to see CNN cover it live and watch all the networks give us the play-by-play in the headlines makes me second guess my almost fierce and consistent defense of news. I thought this subject was reserved for the likes of Hand Cuff or A Current Affair. Of course, there wouldn’t be coverage if the American public wasn’t so fascinated by this event. The subject matter of a bad L.A. Law episode was suddenly real and flooding the homes of millions.

If Loren Bobbit had instead decided to be a bit kinder and cut off a foot or hand instead, I wonder if this trial would receive this much attention? Of course it wouldn’t. A hand, foot or even an entire arm isn’t nearly as interesting as the male sex Organ. But Loren’s wasn’t kind. While her hubby slept peacefully, the

• SEE STAR PAGE 8

I’ll Tell You Why Jeff Kapostasy

T here has got to be better ways to become a star than to have your wife back off your ding dong with a dull kitchen knife.

Have you been watching CNN lately? The other day, over my Badger Gourmet, I sat down to catch up on the day’s events with my handy dandy Cable News Network.

I was expecting to see Clinton shaking hands with Yeltsin, or perhaps Pat Buchanan barking up a storm on “Crossfire.” Instead, I see a pale white man telling the horrific tale of waking to find perhaps his most prized possession missing.

All or one of my loyal female readers can’t possibly comprehend the nightmare of waking up without a penis. Indeed, this is a thought that causes guys to wake up in the middle of the night in a cold sweat.

Wasting it was only a dream, they needlessly sunk their boxer shorts to be absolutely sure. After all, we men, being the sexual pigs we are, are allowed to believe that life without a penis is no life at all.

In fact, most guys I know would rather be forced to read the

• SEE PENNY PAGE 7
Radioactive turtles, socialism fear
A documentary was shown on PBS television stations after much public pressure called "Building Bombs." It was very disturbing! Evidently, the Davosse扣 corporation which constructed with the federal government to build nuclear weapons at the Savannah River plant buried nuclear waste in cardboard boxes and left liquid waste exposed in open pits.

Turtles lived in these open pits and became radioactive. Thus, there was the rather comical spectacle of company officials cleaning radioactive turtles across the countryside.

I kept wondering what would have happened if more mobile animals like birds had become radioactive.

One legacy of the Cold War is extensive radioactive contamination of the United States soil at Hanford, Rocky Flats, Savannah River and numerous other places. The Soviet Union dumped nuclear waste into the Arctic Ocean and, more importantly, into the Sea of Japan.

This is sheer madness, and the rationalization for it is minimal, as well!

The United States claimed it was protecting democracy from communism, but that lie was exposed by the numerous fascist dictatorships the United States supported and sometimes brought to power through the CIA.

I think there are three real reasons for the Cold War. First, I believe the economic crisis in the United States was intensely afraid of philosophy, namely socialism, which threatened their tremendous wealth and power.

Second, corporate entities in the military-industrial complex were making very large profits from weapons production.

Third, capitalist economies do not function well without massive government spending. Since spending on social programs is not considered "masse" and snatches of "socialism," this government spending had to be weapon production.

Now that the Cold War is over, I fear greatly that the American people will again be deceived into accepting some future rationalization for a continuing arms proliferation.

Will it be terrorism making other countries "stable" or defeating terrorists "deterrents or warlords? I don't know, but I have a growing suspicion that something will be invented.

Must we have even more radioactive waste buried in cardboard boxes or dumped at sea so that the rich can get even richer and alleviate their fears about the spread of socialism or so the transnational corporations can complete their world domination? I hope with all my heart that the American people are not so complacent, aesthetic and uncritical and illegal in their thinking as to accept this future prognosis.

—Gary Sudbrooke

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PENNY
VRONK PAGE 6

depositing a check for about 20,000 more any second. But Lincoln is staring at you angrily with his one eye.

If he's almost bling-spoorish to screen him by not picking it up. Suddenly a hand was by the sun and nearly beaten by arthritis picks it up. An ancient woman, who had moved bending over at her age, picks up the penny and solves the problem for you. Then she starts an agonizingly slow shuffle toward you, the penny held out in one hand. Without even knowing, something could possibly have happened. Someone else picking up the orphan of all exists for you.

Pennies aren't like other coins. They're the wrong color for one thing, and aren't even made entirely of copper any more. Now, the amount of copper it takes to make a penny isn't worth the price of a penny — they're made up of a small coating of copper hiding a bank of zinc.

They're wimpily too. Hold one up to a match long enough and it'll melt and drop in its shiny, silvery innards.

Maybe if pennies weighed more out of something silvery, though, they'd get picked up more often. Take quarters for instance. With quarters there's no hesitation whatsoever. Someone sees a quarter-inch of silver and it's snatched up and pocketed without breaking stride. Zero hesitation, zero thought.

If it weren't for Post Offices, the penny would be extinct. Without them, you would have to use one nickel and five stamps in order to not lose money when you mail a letter.

Or maybe gasoline station owners are the ones who know the true value of the penny. Moscow station owners sure do. Heck, they even split the penny into tenths for us and thoughtfully save us a tenth of a penny by charging us $1.349 instead of $1.35. On perhaps retailers. They all save us a dollar by charging $9.99 instead of $10 — we all know the first number is what really counts here.

The notion that sticks in the mind, though, is what can be bought with a whole bunch of pennies — The Terminated Rule of the Piggy (By the time you've collected enough they're all brown.) Save one here, another there, and before you know it, you will have enough for a lip roll, a tripe, a university text book — or something you might actually use, like a ski boat.

That's decided me, I've been corrupted by capitalism. From now on, I won't even hesitate again. After all, pennies are atoms, and the building blocks of bigger things.
years of torment from alleged sexual abuse came to a head when she sawed off his member and tossed it into the street.

Fortunately for poor John Bobbit, a kindly police officer rescued the orphaned and lonely organ, and crafty doctors were able to reattach it. You've got to wonder what will be going through the minds of John's future sex partners as John removes his trousers.

Uh, but more importantly, imagine the apprehension of Lorena's future partners as Lorena removes her bra and eyes her partner's crotch. Credit goes to David Letterman for the line, "It seems Lorena wasted sex — he just wanted it to go."

If John truly is guilty of sexually abusing his wife, then I say, more power to Lorena. In fact, I would promote her to head some government agency to fight sexual abuse. I think many women may be saying in public they wouldn't wish that on any man, even their husbands. But behind closed doors, I think they feel a guilty pleasure of finally seeing a scumbag dick finally get what was coming to him. In this case, it happened to be in the form of an attractive Venezuelan woman and a knife normally used for cutting vegetables.

Now that I've finished writing this column, I think I'm not so surprised the nation is captivated by this event.

After all, it's not every day a guy finds his sex organ tossed out into the street. But still, I can't help feeling a little disgusted that this event is given more attention than Clinton's trip to Europe. Speaking of which, it's a good thing Clinton seems to be the gentle sort. You never know what Hillary might do.
Sandinista speaks of Nicaragua

Therese Ellison
Staff Writer

Magdi Enriquez came to the United States from Nicaragua during our most turbulent period, the 1960s. She attended Temple University in Philadelphia, where she earned a degree in journalism and a mas-

ter's in communications.

While a student there, Enriquez discovered something about her country's past. It was Augusto Sandino. The leader of her country's forces rejected any compromise with his country's chief. In 1917, she was recruited by the Sandinista Party, a political coalition organized in 1906 based on the ideas of Augusto Sandino.

The Sandinista Front consists of a diverse group ranging from socialist business firms to farm workers and university professors.

They needed someone to organi-

ize the women, they told her. Without the support of Nicaragua's women, the party leaders felt that they could not be victorious in their goal to over-

throw Anastasio Somoza.

She joined the party because, she says, "I am a Christian. I am a Christian that believes in theol-

ogy of liberation — and I cannot be a hypocrite. "So if I am a Christian and not a hypocrite, I have to do some-

thing to help change society that was in a situation of military dictatorship, where the riches of the country were in the hands of 20 percent of the people, the great majority of the people were the have-nots. "So, I had to do something that was the only people who were doing something about it were the Sandinista Front."

Three years later, the Sandinistas were successful in overthrowing Somoza's dictator-

ship. The Sandinistas quickly set about about building a new country.

Enriquez says, "Our own democratic sys-

tem, based on our own history and our own culture. " They were successful.

The World Bank, according to Enriquez, "between 1979 and 1984, Nicaragua was the only country in Central America that actually showed economic growth."

The Sandinistas also "imple-
mented a literacy campaign that dropped the illiteracy rate from 69 percent to 4 percent in 1990."

They drafted their first Constitution and their first political party, eliminating the previous one, which was called the McCoy law. Under this law, "written by U.S. Marine...

Brigadier General McCoy...only two political parties were legal. Nicaragua now has approxi-

mately twenty-five political par-
ties."

The new government of Nicaragua has also facilitated two national democratic elec-

tions. The first, held in 1984, elected Sandinista candidate Daniel Ortega to President with 67% of the vote.

Despite the fact that Ortega lost his bid for reelection in the 1990 elections, the Sandinista Party still holds 39 seats in the National Assembly, the largest bloc in Nicaragua's house of legis-

lation.

While President Reagan held offers, he offered military aid for the Contras, a military and poli-

cial group who sought to over-

throw the government estab-
lished by the Sandinista Party. In regard to the common American perception of the Sandinistas as a Communist party, Enriquez has much to say.

"You [the United States] have a very good propaganda system. And this propaganda system was installed against the Sandinistas by the 1920s."

"The United States govern-

ment organized the first pro-

government system against the Sandinistas in 1928 with the military occupation of Nicaragua by the United States...Marines...being accepted by the international community, there was a lot of opposition...in Latin America."

See MAGAZA PAGE 10

Film with music by Zarycki, Kreidler and Wiewiorka, accompanied again by orchestra.

Barston is a native of Evanston, Ill. Before coming to WSU in the fall of 1990, Barston toured throughout the world both as a soloist and as a chamber musician. Among the many honors he has won are: grand prize in the International Kingsville Young Performers' Competition; first prize in the Julius Fleischman Auditions and top prizes in the Yehudi Menuhin International Violin Competition, the Young Musicians' Foundation National Debut Competition and the Elek Young Performers' Competition. Barston, who holds a master's degree in
LAS CRUCES — Sandinista guitarist Renata Nofresso is coming to town this week. She will perform tomorrow and next week.

The upcoming events are:

**Music:**
- **Jan. 20**
  - Music: Washington State University Faculty Recital, Kimball Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
  - Art: UI undergrad Juried Art Show, Exhibition Building, Friday at 4 p.m.

**Workshop:**
- **Jan. 21**
  - Workshop: Student Leadership Program, 4 p.m., Union.

**Friday, Jan. 21**
- Music: Beshiell, Handful and Small, Moscow Sezbo Club, 9 p.m.
- Art: UI Art and Architecture Faculty Shows, Pelzah Art Gallery, Reception at 5 p.m.
- Play: "Beauty and the Beast," 7:30 p.m.

**Saturday, Jan. 22**
- ASUI Productions: Gordon Neal Harman Coffeeshop, Vandal Cafe, 8 p.m.
- UI "Unity Dance," Moscow Community Center, 8:30 p.m.

**Sunday, Jan. 23**
- Music: Bob Meikle, graduate vocal recital, Exhibition Building, 4 p.m., free.

**Monday, Jan. 24**
- Class: Last day to add a course
- Last day to file graduation applications for B.A. / B.S. degrees.

**Wednesday, Jan. 19**
- Music: "How Tasty Was My Little Frenchman," Sarah Flannery, 7 p.m.
- Info: "Living in the Dream," workshop, Silver & Gold, Idaho Union, 7 p.m.
- "True Colors" workshop, IU Silver & Gold, 10:30 p.m.
- "Art: V. Wells: Passion for Justice," Women's Ctr., 12:30 p.m.
- "Events Going to Jaedlent to the Dream, "panel in Law Bldg., Courtyard, 7 p.m.

**Thursday, Jan. 20**
- Music: Washington State University Faculty Recital, Kimball Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
- Art: UI undergrad Juried Art Show, Exhibition Building, Friday at 4 p.m.

**Friday, Jan. 21**
- Music: Beshiell, Handful and Small, Moscow Sezbo Club, 9 p.m.
- Art: UI Art and Architecture Faculty Shows, Pelzah Art Gallery, Reception at 5 p.m.
- Play: "Beauty and the Beast," 7:30 p.m.

**Saturday, Jan. 22**
- ASUI Productions: Gordon Neal Harman Coffeeshop, Vandal Cafe, 8 p.m.
- UI "Unity Dance," Moscow Community Center, 8:30 p.m.

**Sunday, Jan. 23**
- Music: Bob Meikle, graduate vocal recital, Exhibition Building, 4 p.m., free.

**Monday, Jan. 24**
- Class: Last day to add a course
- Last day to file graduation applications for B.A. / B.S. degrees.
Tuesday, January 18, 1994

Lifestyles

'The Philadelphia' showcase for hate

Ryan Patano
Columnist and Writer

Philadelphia is a movie about prejudice on many levels. This is not just a movie about Andrew Beckett (Tom Hanks of Big and Sleepless in Seattle) getting fired from his law firm because he has AIDS. This is about man's hatred toward man. Philadelphia is a showcase for people who hate blacks, gays, people with AIDS— you name it. Hate is everywhere, and Philadelphia is ground-breaking in its exposure.

Drewal Washington (Much Ado About Nothing, Pelican Brief) plays Joe Miller, a steasy personal injury and liability attorney whose television ads have made him a local celebrity. Miller initially refuses Beckett's case. But after feeling pangs of discrimination in a law library and then watching Beckett being told he may be more comfortable in a private research room, Miller decides to take the case to combat the rampant prejudices he previously ignored.

Although Miller is an admitted homosexual in the movie, he was determined to defend Beckett because "it was too late to have died." During the course of the movie, Miller befriends Beckett and even accepts him. The movie is uplifting because it shows prejudices can be overcome.

Not only does Philadelphia draw from a great script and the excellent directing of Jonathan Demme (Married to the Mob, Silence of the Lambs) but excellent performances by a veteran cast. Demme's strong directing is especially evident during the scene when Beckett first talks to Miller. When Miller realizes Beckett has AIDS, his eyes dart around the room to anything Beckett touches. Miller's eyes continually return to the lesion on Beckett's head. The camera data around the room as if the viewer were in Miller's head. Credit also belongs to Tak Fujimoto, the cinematographer who filmed the scenes.

The movie is strengthened by excellent performances by Jason Robards as Charles Wheeler, Beckett's boss; Mary Steenburgen as the defense attorney, Joanne Woodward as Beckett's mother and Antonio Banderas as his partner. Although the scenes with Beckett and Miller listening to opera music was a bit extreme as a metaphor for life, the movie is not preachy. One of the finest parts in the movie, however, was something so dire that a character could ever produce. When the movie was over, the audience began clapping loud. I found this very encouraging for our city and society. Maybe people are getting over their homophobic tendencies and are ready to start accepting people for who they are, not how they live with or the lifestyle they choose.

The Philadelphia' showcase for hate

Movie Review

Renegade Saints, Royball back to play Moscow

Charla Hoppins
Staff Writer

The Renegade Saints will once again be giving students a reason to stop and take a long study break. The show starts at 9 p.m. in John's Alley and features the self-named "Bohemian Boogie Grind.

The Saints joined forces out of their mutual love and respect for music which they consider an art, putting their heads and soul into every song. Their music fills the dance floor with people wherever they play and the mood of their music ranges from high to low energy including deeply felt improvisational grooves. Influences include: Eric Clapton, Santana, Little Feat and the Allman Brothers. These influences have resulted in the Saints' ability to create a diverse sound with consistent musical themes. Some songs are blues, mixed with driving rock and every once in a while the Saints will pull out an original country tune.

Guitarist and vocalist, Alan Toribio describes their sound as, "Straight-ahead rock with a southern feel, upbeat, great dancing tunes. It's big, big sounding." Toribio concludes that we just want "to make as much music as for many people as we can.

More on the music schedule: Friday night the Moscow Social Club will host three bands for $6. Halfund will be opening the show, followed by Small. Royball will finish out the night. The bands will start up around 9 p.m.

Dave YerHerk, Chris Pfeiffer and Carlos Lanz of Royball are back playing in Moscow after taking a break from the local scene to spread out into the Northwest. Royball has been concentrating on the technicalities of getting a new album out. All ages are welcome.

Tuesday Beat the CLO\$$

Pay the price the clock says!

When you call on Tuesday between 5 and 7 p.m., you get a LARGE ONE-ITEM pizza and two 12-oz. soft drinks at a PRICE THAT EQUALS THE TIME YOU CALL IN! If you call at 5:15, you get a pizza for $5.95...

Call at 5:45, you pay only $5.45, etc. (sales tax extra) Rushed for time? Beat the clock tonight!

Arby's

Full Family Feast

Get a large 16" two-item pizza, two salads with two 22-oz. drinks for only $10.49

Satisfies entire family! Expect E3 to be made more soon.

Carryout Special!

Get a large 16" one-item pizza with two 12-oz. drinks for only $5.99

Satisfies entire family! Expect E3 to be made more soon.

Just for One

You'll love our small 12" two-item pizza with one 22-oz. drink for only $5.99

Satisfies entire family! Expect E3 to be made more soon.

Triple Topper!

Try a medium 14" 3-spring pizza and two 22-oz. drinks for only $7.99

Satisfies entire family! Expect E3 to be made more soon.

Large Two-Topper!

Enjoy our large two-item pizza with two 22-oz. drinks for only $8.49

Satisfies entire family! Expect E3 to be made more soon.
Nussmeier, 3rd best QB in country

In the Jan. 17, edition of Sports Illustrated, famed quarterback Doug Nussmeier is expected to go in the first round as the 13th pick. Currently his standing is the 3rd best quarterback in the country. According to Richard O'Brien, Nussmeier should be picked up by the New Orleans Saints.

On Saturday, Jan. 15, Nussmeier played in the East-West Shrine Classic held in Stanford, Calif. He opened up the game as the starting quarterback. He threw 11 for 15, gaining 92 yards and rushed eight times for ten yards. He was yanked when the West was down with the score of 0-14. The West came back to win 29-28.

Nussmeier will play Saturday, Jan. 22, in Mobile, Ala., in the Senior Bowl which features the North vs. the South. The game can be seen on ESPN.

Lightfoot honored for second time

University of Idaho forward Orlando Lightfoot has been named Big Sky Conference Men's "Player of the Week." Lightfoot averaged 28.5 points and 13 rebounds in leading the Vandals to a conference opening road sweep against Montana and Montana State. He netted 30 points in just 31 minutes of play.

Lightfoot needs 399 points to set a new Big Sky career scoring record. It was Light foot's second honor as "Player of the Week" this season.

BSC play opens at home Friday

The University of Idaho men's basketball team opens up Big Sky Conference play at home Friday, Jan. 21, against the Eastern Washington Eagles.

The UI opens a three-game home schedule which features as Weber State and Northern Arizona. Idaho is in first place in the BSC, while Eastern Washington is in eighth place. Tip off is 6:05 p.m.

University of Idaho graduate student Scott Callantine makes a freefall over the outskirts of Moscow, Idaho. Callantine, recently was a competitor at the National Collegiate Skydiving Championships in Clewiston, Fla., and Christian Break. Callantine, pursuing a master's degree in bacteriology, is a member of the Palouse Parachute Club.

Skydivers assemble for Nationals

Student travels to Florida to attend National Collegiate Skydiving Championships

Editor's Note: This piece was donated by Scott Callantine, a graduate student, who attended the National Collegiate Skydiving Championships in December.

Callantine, second time: 'Nationals are a big deal.

The 110 competition, including myself, started in Clewiston for practice on December 26. Many of the schools represented had complete teams of four members, but many jumped like myself arrived looking to put together a "pick up" team. The team that I ended up with included two men from Arizona and a woman from Wisconsin. All of us were competing individually in the Intermediate Class, but as a team, we competed in the 4-Way Relative Work event.

With only three teams competing in the Canopy Formation event, a majority of the jumpers, including myself, competed in the remaining three events. The Relative Work event required all teams to work through a predetermined series of formations for each of the three rounds in a specified working time. Each formation completed in time earned one point. Style, also a three round event, timed jumpers as they demonstrated their flying skills through a series of turns and backflips. Penalty time was added to the jumpers' series time when he or she made a mistake. Accuracy measured the total distance from center of a five-meter circle in four jumps. To give an idea how accurate canopy can be, the winning accuracy total was 2 centimeters.

These Collegiate Championships included more than just the competition, it was also a good learning experience for all of us. The people who came to judge the competition included three world champions and a number of national and world record holders.

This quality of skydivers allowed for seminars on different aspects of the sport to be given almost every night, and at almost any time during the competition if a competitor had questions someone was there to help you out.

Even though the championships were serious, skydivers like to have a good time and after the first day of competition about 30 of us started a bonfire/party at the airport which became a nightly event. These parties were a great chance to catch up with what is going on with the other schools and became more popular as the week went on usually starting after many jumpers went out to the local bars.

With the weather being in the 80's and sunny, the competition finished in the four days and allowed a lot of us to get the lot of "fun jumps." At the Palouse Parachute Club, where I jump, and at most of the jumpers' home Drop Zones, formations of eight are considered to be big, but because of the size of the airplanes and the experience level it is not unusual to get in eighters' ways of 10, 12, and 16 jumpers. One of the highlights of the week was the new collegiate record "28 way" which was also set during the fun jumps after the competition ended.

This was my first national competition, and though my starting in the final standings was in the middle of the pack, there is a lot of memorable moments from both competition and non-competition activities. The one that I will probably remember the most is exiting the plane at a little above 15,000 feet and during the 90 second free-fall being able to see on one side a sunset on the Gulf of Mexico and on the other the Atlantic Ocean.

If anyone is interested in finding out about Skydiving or how to get started, contact the Palouse Parachute Club at 883-1133.
Taylor made the most out of his second chance to win the game.

The Vandals were leading 23-20 at halftime, but the Grizzlies came out strong in the second half, outscoring the Vandals 43-34.

The Vandals were led by sophomore guard Andrew Longeileig, who scored a game-high 26 points, including four 3-pointers. Freshman forward Javon Lightfoot added 14 points and 10 rebounds, while senior center Grant Green had 12 points and six rebounds.

The Grizzlies were led by senior guard James Wallace, who scored 21 points, including five 3-pointers. Junior forward Kevin Smith added 14 points and 11 rebounds.

The game was full of drama, with both teams making big plays down the stretch.

In the end, the Vandals were able to hold off the Grizzlies, winning 63-60. The win was a huge upset for the Vandals, who had not won a game against a Top-20 team all season.

Next up for the Vandals is a trip to the NCAA tournament, where they hope to continue their surprising run.
Ladies set school record

Amy White
Staff Writer

The Lady Vandals opened the Big Sky Conference this weekend with two games against the University of Montana and Montana State.

The Grizzlies did not waste any time winning the tip off and continued to dominate the boards with a 7-0 lead in the first three minutes. The University of Idaho came back with Jennifer Clary’s important shot that put the Vandals on the scoreboard. Turnovers really hurt the young Lady Vandals in the first half and they were unable to get ahead but came fairly close at 15:16 with 3:34 left in the first half.

At the end of the first half, Montana led at 34 leaving the Lady Vandals at 21. The leading scorer of the first half were Clary and Amy Dantling.

The second half was disappointing for the UI — they let any chance for a close game slip away. Down by 13, Idaho managed to score the first points of the second half with Poncini’s layup, Ari Skorpik’s 3-pointer and a layup by Ackerman. This was encouraging until the Grizzlies made up for the last 6 minutes bringing the final score 71-52, Montana 66. The leading scorer for the Lady Vandals was star Clary at 18, the only player to score double digits.

On Saturday, the Vandals went up against the Montana State Lady Cats.

The Cats immediately took the lead, but Idaho jumped in 30s after Montana State’s first scoring shot. The two teams continued into the half trading shots until Clary made both of her free throw shots to tie the game at 20-20. Then Skorpik was fouled and made one of her shots bringing the UI in the lead at 21-20 at the end of the first half.

The second half started with a foul on Morris which brought the UI up to a two-point lead. The Lady Cats quickly made up the Lady Vandals’ lead bringing themselves up four points and continued to maintain that lead throughout the second half until they were stopped at 63 where Idaho quickly caught up. With 45 seconds left on the clock, the Vandals had the game won at 65-63 until Cats Bauer made a three-foot shot bringing the game into overtime tied at 65.

The intense five minute overtime was a struggle for the UI while MSU took over. The Lady Vandals did not get the necessary lead and the Cats won 77-75.

The Lady Vandals set a new school record with their 12 consecutive game winning streak. Idaho will continue conference play with one game next weekend at Eastern Washington on Saturday.

Big Sky Men’s Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1-000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Idaho St.</td>
<td>1-000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Montana State</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boise St.</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N. Arizona</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Weber St.</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E. Washington</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Friday’s Results

UI 74, UM 71
MSU 94, EWU 52

Saturday’s Results

UI 82, MSU 80
ISU 99, NAU 78
UM 77, EWU 57
CLOSE TO HOME  JOHN MCPHERSON

"We cost a thousand bucks, but he's one of a rare breed that knows how to empty its own litter box."

CLOSE TO HOME  JOHN MCPHERSON

"We're training him to go only on the newspaper."

CLOSE TO HOME  JOHN MCPHERSON

After months of study, management reveals the new reorganization plan.

Who ever said you can never look back was wrong...

...and they obviously didn't know what a yearbook was.

TODAY IS YOUR LAST CHANCE FOR PORTRAITS:

SUB "T" CARPET
2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
NO CHARGE!

Gem of the Mountains
We have been preserving the past since 1903.

UI Yearbook,
Gem of the Mountains
885-6372
EMPLOYMENT

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT =
fisheries. Many earn $2,000+ per month in cash =
seas or $1,000-2,000+ hours on fishing vessels. Many employers provide room & board & transportation. No experience necessary! For more information call: 1- 306-671-415 ext. A3901

Swim Team needs intern assistant coach = Send resume and references by January 19 to = Moscow Swim Team = PO Box 828 = Moscow, ID 83843

For more info, call Sue Smith = at 882-6080.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS =
for men & women = Hidden Valley Camp =
interviewing Feb. 9th = Make appointment & get letter of recommendation at Career Services Center.

Summer evadact camp positions, Five = Camp Fire Boys & Girls camps located in = Washington and Idaho = KILOQUA, = ROYANADA, SEATTLE = RV, = ALAKAN, ZANKA-LACHIE. On campus = interviews Feb. 7th = Contact Career Services to schedule.

SUMMER ADVENTURE =
OPPORTUNITY =
Work with youth in resident camp setting =
Counselors, lifeguards, wranglers, =
marinists and cooks wanted. = Contact Catholic YouthVic/Organization at = 1-800-950-3963.

SPEND THE SUMMER ON BEAUTIFUL = = LAKE CHERIE D'ALENE, IDAHO =
Camp Sorrelle invites you to spend the =
summer on campus Feb. 7th = For all positions =
coaches, supervisors, kitchen, program speci =
cialists, lifeguards, recreation, office =
Contact Career Services to schedule.

FOR SALE

Sharp Klawitz Digital TVs = $125 each =
Call (509) 322-0340 and ask for Loyd. Quality Inn, Pullman

Help sold me to New Zealand. Zenith = 27" =
screen TV = $40. Sanyo Hi-Fi = VCR = $150. =
Built = 1957. Call 850-3664, leave message.

AUTOS

'84 Nissan Stanza = Rum gas, good =
seats and sunroof. Call 924-1940, leave message.

CAMPUS REP WANTED

The Seattle campus is recruiting =
seeings among, program =
the following: No college degree required. =
Fishing or hunting experience a plus. =
American Express and Mastercard =
fee pays per week. Serious only. =
Campus Rep Program =
(360) 477-0254 ext. 4484

"Your Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service on the Palouse"

- Moscow =
822-4121 = 1-800 South Main =
332-9972 = N. Grand =
204-0013 = Moscow =
335-1935 = Moscow

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK '94 MAZATLAN =
8 days, 7 nights, includes 100 free drinks.
Call for details. This will sell out!
College Tour 1-800-783-2484

Win a trip to CANADA! Look for details =
and entry blank in the coupon section of =
your new University Telephone Directory. =
Disclosures are available now at the =
University Bookstore.

SELF IMPROVEMENT

Almond for your child? Northwest Donors =
Effective. Improve coordination and con =
centrination. 882-1315 or 322-8625.

Tired of being afraid? Northwest Donors =
ofers traditional self-defense for all ages. =
Safe. Fun and effective. Improves health =
and self-esteem. 882-1315, 885-8171 or =
322-8625.

STUDENT HEALTH

"QUIT TOBACCO!" =
Session-at-Student Health =
Eight 1-hour sessions beginning =
Jan. 18, 20, 25, 27 and Feb. 1, 3, 8, 15, =
2/3:30 p.m. Pre-registration for $20. =
For more information =
Call 855-6855.

SERVICES

Need music for your event? =
Call The DJ =
Widdings, Poudre, Cranios =
822-8214, or =
1-800-423-3545

ROOMMATES

Roommate wanted = 3-bedroom house, =
non-smoker $225/mo. + utilities. Fenced =
yard, small dog okay. Call 882-7099.

Roommate Wanted, non-smokers preferred. =
7 minute walk from campus =
$215/month, 1/2 utilities =
Call Blake, 892-9624 = leave message.

Non-smoking, female roommate for NE =
Moscow house. Own room, share other. =
Only responsible, must have no pets. =
$225/month. 882-7978.

ROOMMATES

Roommate Needed: Male, non-smoker, =
student between 20-26, $170. =
Call 882-7112.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

UI offers Aviation training courses starting =
1/7. For includes all materials. =
Call 882-6448 for information.

BINGE EATERS =
Participate in a taste sensitivity =
study at UI. =
Participants are eligible for fixed payment =
Call 855-8330.

"Where everybody knows your name" =
LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY. =
A place to learn, grow, and share. =
A place where you are accepted. =
Meet Wednesday 6pm at the =
Catholic Campus Center, 872 Eno.

SENIORS! =
This year =
LADY NASTY =
to get your mug shot for the "94 Lady Nasty Book." =
TUESDAY, JAN. 18TH =
7-9pm at the SUB "I" CARPET. =
With a yearbook, =
you'll never forget the times you can't remember!

Huge problem to small answer. It's =
good to talk it over. Dr. Bruce Wolfberg =
is a trained pastoral counselor at the =
Campus Christian Center. Call 882-2536 =
for an appointment. Confidential. No Fee.

ROOMMATES

"The Return of the Original" =
Taco Time's =
Taco Time's Original =
Taco Time's" =
Taco Time's =
Be Earth Smart! =
Recycle Your Argonaut!

Simply Nails =
Introducing =
Charlie Wyma =
New Nail Tech =
Specializing in all nail services =
882-7706 =
115 North Jackson, Moscow

Competition Crusher =
Large One =
Topping Pizza & =
2 Cokes =
$7.48 =
Plus Tax =
Every Tuesday =
883-1555

"We Accept All Competitors' Coupons"

PUBLIC NOTICE:

On January 13, 1994, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, filed an application with the Federal =
Communications Commission for permission to increase the power of non-commercial educational radio station KGLO-FM to 400 watts. The station operates on 89.3 MHz from a tower located at =
the University campus which produces an antennaheight of =
110' above the ground. The station transmits educational and cultural programming for a general =
audience. Ownership and license of the station is held by the Regents of the University, et al. who are =
composed of the following persons: =
Keith S. Hinckley =
Joe Parkinson =
Diane Blyth Browne =
Karl Shurtz =
Rayburn Barton

A copy of the application and related material is =
available for public inspection at University of Idaho, =
301 Student Union Building, Moscow, Idaho.